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Abstract|We propose a deterministic characterization of
network traÆc, based on service curves. The proposed characterization facilitates 1) performance analyses for both average
and scalar worst-case performance guarantees, 2) a systematic approach to performance analyses (speci cally, we show
that queue-size, output traÆc, virtual-delay, aggregate traÆc,
etc. at various points in a network can easily be characterized
within the framework of the proposed de nition), and 3) a
systematic approach to measurement-based analyses of probabilistic performance guarantees that are inferred via samplepath computations.
We also discuss the notion of burstiness. We indicate that
it is the decay-rate of the tail of the queue size distribution that
we observe in deciding the degree of burstiness of a ow with
respect to another one, after some appropriate normalizations
of the ows. The faster the decay-rate is, the less bursty the
traÆc is, and vice versa.

knowledge. Their main focus was on some scalar worstcase performance metrics; such as delay, backlog, or jitter
being less than or equal to a certain scalar quantity, at
every point in time at a network element. Average performance guarantees, on the other hand, are more relevant to and demanded by many multimedia applications.
Motivated partly by these demands, a few studies on the
implications of the characterization in [2] on average-case
performance guarantees have appeared in the literature
in recent years, e.g. see [8, 9].
In this study, we propose a deterministic characterization of network traÆc, which can address both average
and scalar worst-case performance guarantees. Our goal
in this study is threefold:
a. To clarify the notion of burstiness and how we might
want to perceive it.
b. To come up with a deterministic characterization
of network traÆc for average performance guarantees such that a systematic approach to performance
analyses, as presented by the characterization in [2],
is retained.
c. To come up with a deterministic characterization
which is directly applicable to measurement-based
analysis of probabilistic performance guarantees
that are inferred via sample-path computations.

Keywords|TraÆc Characterization, Network Calculus,
QoS, Measurement-Based Performance Analysis, Queueing.

1 Introduction
A few deterministic characterizations of network traÆc
had been introduced in the early 90s, e.g. see [1, 2, 3].
Deterministic characterizations of network traÆc are appealing to researchers for two reasons: First, they provide
insight into subtle issues in various performance analyses problems (e.g. see [1, 2, 3]). Second, they are easier to work with (i.e. they facilitate tractable analyses)
compared to some complex probabilistic traÆc models.
However, this second appealing reason happens at the
expense of having loose performance bounds, hence underutilization of network resources (e.g. link rates and
bu er spaces).
The characterization introduced in [2] and its companion service model (the service-curve model, introduced
in [4, 5]) have received considerable attention from the
networking community, which recently have led to two
books ([6] and [7]) on the subject matter. A primary reason for this attention is due to the systematic approach
that they have facilitated towards performance analyses
in communication networks. The facilitated systematicness is analogous to that in Linear System Theory.
Deterministic characterizations of network traÆc introduced in the literature previously have not considered average performance guarantees, to the best of our
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The notion of burstiness and how we might want to
perceive it will be discussed in Section 3. As for our second goal, we would like a traÆc characterization to have
the following properties: Let C denote a traÆc characterization,
1. if two ows characterized according to C are aggregated, then the aggregate of the ows should also be
easily characterized according to C ,
2. if a ow characterized according to C is fed into a
network element commonly used in practice (such
as work-conserving servers, multiplexers, switches,
etc.) then
(a) the output ow should also be easily characterized according to C , and
(b) both the queue-size and the virtual-delay
should be easily characterized in the same
framework as C , as well,
3. the characterization C should be \stationary" in the
sense that the characterization of a time-shifted trafc does not change with respect to that of the unshifted traÆc,
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and later depart at time n where n > k . Note that a
packet can depart in the same interval in which it has
arrived; this is sometimes referred to as cut-through operation. A network element is said to be passive if it does
not generate any packet internally. Network elements are
assumed to be passive in this study, for simplicity. The
capacity c(n) of a network element at time n is the total
number of packets that it can serve at that time.
We denote the set of all the integers by Z and the set
of all the positive integers by Z+. Given a statement A
which can be true or false, the notation [A] stands for 1
if A is true, and 0 otherwise.1 Finally, all functions are
assumed to be de ned from the integers to the integers,
unless otherwise noted from here on.
We utilize the following de nitions in this study,
which have been introduced in the literature previously
(e.g. see [2, 5, 6, 7, 11] and the references therein).

4. the characterization of a ow according to C should
be measurable and be easily measured,
5. the characterization C should allow a regulation of
an arbitrary traÆc to comply with some given speci cations according to C ,
6. the characterization C should capture the behavior
of traÆc in real networks as closely as possible, without sacri cing neither the tractability nor the reality.
In this study, we show that the proposed characterization
satis es properties 1 through 4 above; our research is ongoing for the rest of the properties. The rst ve properties facilitate a systematic approach to performance analyses in communication networks.
As for our third goal, we would like the traÆc characterization that we come up with be such that we would
be able to view both the characterization itself and its
implications towards performance guarantees, from the
standpoint of relative frequency interpretation of probability. The characterization that we propose has this
aspect inherently.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a background. Section 3 discusses the
notion of burstiness and how we might want to perceive
it. Section 4 introduces the proposed new traÆc characterization. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 show the implications
of the new characterization, by itself and over a single
network element, respectively. Section 4.3 clari es the
performance guarantees according to the new characterization, over a tandem of network elements. Section 4.4
gives the average performance guarantees. Section 4.5
shows the stationarity of the new characterization. Section 4.6 discusses the measurability of the proposed characterization. Section 5 gives a few remarks about the new
characterization. Finally, Section 6 concludes the study.
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De nition 2 The min-+ deconvolution f

We adopt a discrete-time formulation for simplicity.
Time is slotted into xed-length intervals and marked
by the integers. The unit of transmission for communication is referred to as a packet, in this study. A ow
is a non-decreasing function de ned from the integers to
the non-negative integers. The value R(n) of a ow R at
time n denotes the total number of packets, which belong
to a stream of packets, that pass through a cross-section
of a communication link by time n (inclusive). The rate r
of a ow R is de ned as

, R(n)
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The deconvolution f g is read as \f max-deconvolved
with g ".
1 We have adopted this notation from [10].
2 There are two other variants of min-+ convolution, depending

1) for all n.

on how the subscript of the minimum is delimited in the de nition;
one for `0 6 k 6 n' and one for `k 2 Z'.
3 One reason to choose this notation for min-+ convolution over
some others, for example `', is that this choice of notation provides a better selection of notations for other related operators
introduced in De nitions 2, 3, and 4 in a tting manner. All of
these operators are employed together in this study.

A network element is an input-output device or a
medium that accepts packets at its input and delivers
them at its output. Packets are assumed to instantaneously arrive and depart at a network element, i.e. a
whole packet can arrive instantaneously at some time k
2

De nition 5 An S -server with service curve S is a net- If a (; ) constrained ow R is fed into a work-conserving
work element that when fed with an input ow
corresponding output ow G satis es

R,

the server with constant rate , it is not diÆcult to show that
the backlog Q(n) at any time n is upper bounded by  . A
similar statement can also be given for a ow conforming
G(n) > (R S )(n) for all n,
to an arrival curve.
We also base our perception of burstiness of a ow
for any R. A service curve S is a non-decreasing function
on
the behavior that it induces on a network element,
de ned from the integers to the non-negative integers,
speci
cally on the queue-size behavior, as explained in
that S (n) = 0 for all n 6 0.
the
following
section.
An S -server with equality is an S -server such that the
inequality in De nition 5 becomes an equality.

An S -server with service curve S can be viewed as 3.1 Burstiness via Level-crossing
a generalization of a work-conserving 4 server. This view Consider the rate r of a given a ow R. Let us trim r at
becomes clear if we note that the output ow G of a work- a certain level  as given below where the trimmed rate
conserving server with input ow R and with a constant function is denoted by r1 ,
integer-capacity  is given5 by
r1 (n) , minfr(n);  g for all n.
G(n) = minfR(k ) +   (n k )g for all n,
k6n
Let us also consider the part of the rate function which
which can also be equivalently represented as
has been trimmed o , i.e.
G(n) = (R S )(n) for all n,
r (n) , r(n) r (n) for all n.
2

1

where S (n) = maxf0;   ng. In other words, the workconserving server in this case is an S -server with equality An example for r, r1 , and r2 can be viewed in Figure 1
where time-slots are drawn very closely to each other for
with service curve S (n) = maxf0;   ng.
Various applications of service curves, such as multi- convenience.
media smoothing, in current data networks can be fol# of 6 r(n)
E
lowed in [7].
packets
 E

3 The Notion of Burstiness
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The burstiness of an arrival process has, roughly, to do
with the proximity of arrival instances to each other and
with the variation of arrival amounts from one arrival
instance to another. A traÆc characterization with respect to the burstiness of a traÆc tries to restrict these
two aspects of variations in arrivals, in a combined fashion so that some provable bounds on a speci ed set of
performance metrics of interest could be given with ease.
A key point in coming up with a traÆc characterization with utility is to have a focus on some performance
metrics of interest. This often implies that one would
need to base his/her perception of burstiness of a traÆc
on the behavior that the traÆc induces on a network element, such a network element is typically a variant of a
work-conserving server.
A good example to this perception which is squarely
placed at the heart of the de nition is the (; ) model
which has led to the concept of arrival curves in the
general case [2]. A ow R is said to be (; ) constrained
if it satis es the following condition
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4 A network element is said to be
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Figure 1: Given a rate function r(n) and a trimo level  , the trimmed rate function r1 (n) and the
trimmed-o rate function r2 (n).

if it serves
packets at full capacity whenever it has packets to serve, unconditionally of any other criteria.
5 This is often referred to as Reich's result [12].
work-conserving
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Vaguely, we tend to perceive for some values of  that
is at most as bursty as r while r2 is at least as bursty
as r.
We can put the vague statement above more precisely as follows: Multiply both r1 and r2 by some constants a1 and a2 , respectively, such that the rate functions ba1  r1 (n)c and da2  r2 (n)e have the same longterm average rates as r(n) has. Feed r(n), ba1  r1 (n)c,
and da2  r2 (n)e into identical network elements with labels 0, 1, and 2, respectively, where the average rate
that each network element serves its packets is greater
than that of its input. We would then observe for some
trim-o values  that the queue-size behavior in network
element 1 is \less erratic" than that of element 0 while
the queue-size behavior in network element 2 is \more
erratic" than that of element 0, when we consider the
entire duration of observations.
The statement in the last paragraph, i.e. the one given
by the last sentence above, is still vague. What we precisely mean by this vague statement can be put as follows:
Select a rate function r from a random sample space. For
each selection of r; feed r, ba1  r1 (n)c, and da2  r2 (n)e
into network elements 0, 1, and 2, respectively, where the
rate functions and the network elements are as explained
in the previous paragraph. Observe the queue-size distributions in each network element. For some trim-o
values  , the decay-rate of the tail of the queue-size distribution (i.e. the complementary cumulative distribution function of the queue-size) in network element 1 is
faster than that of network element 0 beyond a certain
queue-size value, while it is slower in network element 2
than that of network element 0 again beyond a certain
queue-size value.
Thus, it is the decay-rate of the tail of the queue-size
distribution that we observe in deciding the degree of
burstiness of a ow with respect to another one, after
some appropriate normalizations of the ows as indicated
earlier. The faster the decay-rate is, the less bursty the
traÆc is, and vice versa.
In summary, we decide the degree of burstiness of a
traÆc source A with respect to another one B, from the
perspective of a network element of interest. We do this
as follows: Normalize the sources such that the average
rate of traÆc coming out of source A is equal to that
of source B. Feed the traÆc generated by each normalized source A and B into identical network elements labeled 1 and 2 respectively, where the average rate that
each network element serves its packets is greater than
that of its input. Observe the queue-size distribution
in each network elements 1 and 2. If there exists a
queue-size level 0 beyond which the decay-rate of the
tail of the queue-size distribution in network element 1
is smaller (i.e. slower) than that of network element 2,
then we say that source A is more bursty than source B,
and vice versa.
Returning to the trimming of rate function r, we might
want to lower- and/or upper- bound the rate of the over-

shoot of r above each trim-o level  , in an attempt to
restrict its burstiness, in light of the above discussions.
However, recalling our perception of burstiness of a
ow via the queue-size behavior that it induces on a network element, we should actually lower- and/or upperbound the rate of overshoot of not r but rather the queuesize itself directly. With this view, we propose a new
traÆc characterization in the following section.

r1

4 A New TraÆc Characterization
Motivated by the discussions in Section 3, we propose
the following deterministic characterization of traÆc.
De nition 6 A ow R is said to be bursty with service
curve S and level-crossing function U (; n), and denoted
as R  (S; U ), if the following inequality holds for all k ,
positive n, and 

X h

1
R(i)
n k<i6n+k

R(j ) > S (i

j ) + ;

for some j < i

6 U (; n)

i

(1)

where U (; n) is de ned from Z  Z to the non-negative
real numbers.
We assume without loss of generality that the following
properties hold for any level-crossing function U (; n):
1. U (; n) is non-increasing in  , as the quantity corresponding to a  on the left-hand-side of inequality (1) is non-increasing with  .
2. U (; n) 6 1 for any  and positive n. We assume
for mathematical convenience that U (; n) = 1 for
all negative  and for any positive n.
3. lim!1 U (; n) = 0 for any positive n (this is certainly the case if ow R is bounded, which we can
assume without loss of generality for almost all practical purposes).
In the rest of this section, we examine some of the
properties/implications of De nition 6. Speci cally, we
show that it satis es properties 1 through 4 of a traÆc
characterization that we have sought to have as stated in
the introduction. The proofs of the theorems and corollaries can be found in [13].
+

4.1

Implications on Aggregate Flows and
Average Rate

We rst show that the traÆc characterization provided
by De nition 6 satis es property 1. This is given by the
following theorem.
Theorem 1 Given any two ows R1  (S1 ; f1 ) and
R2  (S2 ; f2 ), the aggregate ow R1 + R2 is bursty with
service curve S1 + S2 and level-crossing function U1 U2
where the convolution is carried out over the rst arguments (i.e.  ) of Ui 's. In other words, R1 + R2 
(S1 + S2 ; U1 U2 ) .
4

We would like to have this recti cation for two reasons:
1) A service curve is de ned to take on the value zero for
non-negative values of its argument. 2) We would only
need to have S  S for positive values of its argument
(this could be seen clearly via the proof of the above
result, see [13]). We have not done this recti cation in
the body of the theorem in order not to clutter the result.
The characterization provided by De nition 6 has also
an implication on the virtual-delay at an S -server. The
de nition of virtual-delay is given below, which is previously introduced in the literature.

Let us adopt a convention from here on that whenever we refer to a min-+ (max-+) convolution (deconvolution) of any two bivariate functions, we mean the
min-+ (max-+) convolution (deconvolution) carried out
over their rst arguments.
The characterization provided by De nition 6 has also
an implication on the long-term average rate of a ow.
This is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 2 Given a ow R  (S; U ), the long-term average rate  of ow R satis es
R(n) R(k )
 , lim sup
(n

k)!1

6 lim sup
n!1

n

S (n)
n

De nition 7 The virtual-delay D(n) at any time n for

k

+ lim sup

X

n!1 >0

an input ow

U (; n) :

D(n)

where

In the following section, we state the implications of
De nition 6 over an S -server, whereby we show some of
the other properties satis ed by this characterization as
stated in the introduction.
4.2
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0
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S,
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(S  ; U ) is fed into
then the virtual

S  )( ); n

and  .

We can actually slightly improve the results in theorems 3 and 5; see [13] for details.
All of the theorems presented in this section facilitate a
systematic approach to performance analyses over a tandem of network elements. To further clarify this point,
we provide the results in the following section.

for all k , n > 0, and  .
Note that if service curve S of the S -server is greater
than or equal to S  of the ow at every point, then the
bound on the queue-size distribution becomes U (; n).
Theorem 3 provides the real essence behind, hence is
key to understand, the characterization given by De nition 6.
The output ow of an S -server fed by a ow R 
(S  ; U ) can also be easily characterized according to Definition 6. This is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 4 The output ow G of an S -server with service curve S , fed by a ow R  (S  ; U ), is bursty with
service curve S  S and level-crossing function U . In
other words, G  (S  S; U ).
We might actually need to slightly rectify the above
result by replacing the service curve S  S in characterizing the output ow by So which is given below
So (n)

= minfÆ : Æ > 0; G(n + Æ ) > R(n)g

Theorem 5 If an input ow

k<i6n+k

(

at a network element is de ned as

The virtual-delay D(n) is basically the delay experienced
by the packets of a ow, which arrive at time n, through
the network element that serves them, if the packets are
to be served in the order in which they arrive.

If a ow R  (S  ; f ) is fed into an S -server, the queuesize Q at the server is also similarly upper-bounded by U .
This is given more precisely by the following theorem.
The queue-size Q(n) is the total number of packets which
resides in the server at time n; that is, if R and G denote
the aggregates of the ows at the input and at the output
of the server, respectively, then Q(n) , R(n) G(n).
Theorem 3 If an input ow R  (S  ; U ) is fed into an
S -server with service curve S , then the queue-size Q at
the server satis es

1 X
[Q(i) >  ] 6 U (S S  )(0) + ; n
n

R

4.3

Performance

Guarantees

Over

A

Tandem of Network Elements

Performance guarantees, within the framework of De nition 6, over a tandem of network elements follow directly
from the results in section 4.2. This is given by the following corollary.
R1  (S  ; U ) be fed into an S server with service curve S1 and let the output R2 of
this rst server be fed into another S -server with service
curve S2 . The following statements hold:

Corollary 1 Let a ow

1. The output ow R3 of the S -server with service
curve S2 is bursty with service curve S3 and levelcrossing function U , where
(

S3 (n)

if n 6 0
else.

=

In other words,

5

R3

0
(S  (S1

if n 6 0
S2 )) else.

 (S ; U ).
3

2. The total number of packets, Q1 (n) + Q2 (n), stored in Corollary 2 If an input ow R  (S; U ) is fed into
the tandem network satis es
an S -server with service curve S , the average queuesize Q(n) at the server is upper bounded as
X
1
[(Q1 + Q2 )(i) >  ] 6 (g h)(; n)
1
X
n
1 X
k<i6n+k
Q(i) 6
U (; n k )
n k

=0
k<i
6
n
for all k , n > 0, and  , where

for all k < n. Hence, the long-term average queue-size
g (; n) = U (S1 S  )(0) + ; n
is upper bounded as
h(; n)

= U (S2 (S 
= U ((S1 S2 )
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6 lim sup
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1
X
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U (; n) :

3. The total virtual-delay, D1 (n) + D2 (n + Æ (n)), ex- Proof: The proof follows immediately by Theorem 3,
perienced by a packet arriving at any time n at which is shown below. It holds for all k < n that
X
X X
the rst network element and at time n + Æ (n) for
Q(i) =
[Q(i) >  ]
some Æ (n) > 0 at the second network element, satisk<i6n
k<i6n >0
es for any Æ (n) > 0
X X
=
[Q(i) >  ]
1 X
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>0

k )U (; n
k,

k)

(by Thm. 3)

we get

U (; n

k) :

Consequently, the long-term average queue-size is upper
We can actually slightly improve the above results bounded as
in items 2 and 3 in Corollary 1, and further emphasize
1
X
1 X
the message that we are trying to convey by the corollim sup
Q(i) 6 lim sup
U (; n) :
lary. It is not diÆcult to show that the bounds which (n k)!1 n k k<i6n
n!1 =0
we would obtain by replacing (g h)( ) in items 2 and 3
Similarly, the time-averaged virtual-delay is also upper
in Corollary 1 by h( ), also hold; see [13] for a proof.
bounded,
which is given by the following corollary.
Hence, the bounds in the last two items in Corollary 1
can actually be replaced by
Corollary 3 If an input ow R  (S; U ) is fed into

an S -server with service curve S , the average virtualmin h(; n); (g h)(; n)
delay D(n) at the server is upper bounded as
1
for all  and positive n. Thus, it becomes clear by CorolX

1 X
D(i) 6
U (S S )( ); n k
lary 1 and the above inequalities being pointed out that
n k
=0
k<i6n
we could actually view the tandem network as a single
S -server with service curve S1 S2 , and obtain valid char- for all k < n. Hence, the long-term average virtual-delay
acterizations.
is upper bounded as
By a repeated application of Corollary 1 and the dis1
X
X

cussions in the previous paragraph, we could obtain simi- lim sup 1
D(i) 6 lim sup
U (S S )( ); n :
n
k
n!1 =0
lar results for any number of network elements in tandem. (n k)!1
k<i6n
4.4

Proof: The proof follows immediately by Theorem 5,

Average Performance Guarantees

which is shown below. It holds for all k < n that
X

Average performance guarantees, within the framework
of De nition 6, at various points inside a network follows
immediately by the results in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. This is
illustrated in this section speci cally for average queuesize and virtual-delay at an S -server, by the following
two corollaries. For simplicity, the corollaries are given
for the case when the service curve of the S -server is
equal to that of the input ow characterization.

k<i6n

D(i)

=
=

6
6

X X

k<i6n >0
X X

[D(i) >  ]

[D(i) >  ]
>0 k<i6n
X
(n k ) U (S S )( ); n
>0

k



dividing both sides by n

k,

we get

smallest) possible level-crossing function U in characterizing the ow R as R  (S; U ). This could be followed
1
X

1 X
better via the proof of Theorem 3; see [13].
D(i) 6
U (S S )( ); n k :
Secondly, given a ow R with unknown characterizan k
=0
k<i6n
tion according to De nition 6, various service curves S
can be suggested in light of Theorem 2 in order to charThe rst inequality above holds by Theorem 5.
Consequently, the long-term average virtual-delay is acterize R as R  (S; U ).
To do this, we would rst need to have a good estimate
upper bounded as
of the long-term average rate  of R. Getting a fairly
1
X
 good approximation of the long-term average rate of a
1 X
lim sup
D(i) 6 lim sup
U (S S )( ); n :
ow is often not diÆcult by applying a variant of the
k
n!1 =0
(n k)!1 n
k<i6n
Law of Large Numbers [14].
Then by Theorem 2, we can pick a service curve S such
This completes the proof.
that lim supn!1 S (nn) > . Thus, service curves of the
from

4.5

Stationarity

S (n)

The proposed characterization also has the \stationarity" property (i.e. property 3) stated in the introduction.
This follows inherently from De nition 6 itself and can
be shown very easily.
Let R0 (n) , R(n t) for any given t. Note that R0 is
a time shifted version of R by t amount. The following
relations hold for any k , n > 0,  , and t;

X h0
k<i6n+k
X h
k<i6n+k
Xh

R0 (j ) > S (i

R (i)
R (i

=
=

k<i6n+k

R(i

t)

X h

replacing i
=

t)

R(j
R(j

t by u and j

k t<u6n+k t

R(u)

j ) + ;
t) > S (i

t) > S (i

for some j < i

j ) + ; 9j

t<i

v ) + ;

i

t

i

t by v , we get

R(v ) > S (u

i

where integer  > ,

5 Remarks About The New
Characterization

9v<u

since R  (S; U ) and (1) holds for any k, we nally have

6 n  U (; n):

We would like to give a few remarks about the traÆc
characterization provided by De nition 6.
1) The new characterization facilitates analyses for
both average and scalar worst-case performance guarantees. Average performance guarantees can be obtained
in general as exempli ed by the results in Section 4.4.
Scalar worst-case performance guarantees, on the other
hand, are provided by the respective level-crossing functions (e.g. in Theorem 3) whose second arguments (i.e. n)
are all set equal to 1. A relevant scalar worst-case performance bound is given by the minimum of the rst argument of the corresponding level-crossing function U (; 1)
such that U (; 1) = 0.
For example, a scalar worst-case performance bound
on queue-size can be obtained as follows: If an input
ow R  (S  ; U ) is fed into an S -server with service
curve S , then we have by Theorem 3 that the queuesize Q at the server at any time n is upper bounded as

Hence, if R is bursty with service curve S and levelcrossing function U , then so is its time-shifted version R0 ,
and vice versa.
4.6

g

D)

are good candidates to nd a characterization of R
as R  (S; U ). A delay parameter D can be chosen considering (i) the end-to-end delay requirement of ow R,
and (ii) how this delay requirement is to be distributed
over each network element on the path of ow R before
it reaches to its destination.
Finally, by the discussions given in the second paragraph in this section, we can nd a tight level-crossing
function U to complete the characterization of R
as R  (S; U ).
Moreover, we would like to note that the above procedure to nd an appropriate S can be applied recursively,
depending on the decay-rate of the estimate of the levelcrossing function U , in light of Theorem 2, to nd a more
ne-grained characterization of ow R.

i

9j<i

j ) + ;

= maxf0;   (n

Measurability

The traÆc characterization provided by De nition 6 is
also measurable and can easily be measured. This is
facilitated by Theorems 2 and 3.
Given a ow R and a service curve S , we can measure
an estimate of a tight level-crossing function U in characterizing R as R  (S; U ), by utilizing Theorem 3. This
can be done as follows: First, we need to have an S server with equality with service curve S . Then, upon
feeding ow R into such an S -server, we observe the
queue-size Q at the server. The supremum of the empirical values of the quantity on the left-hand-side of the
inequality in Theorem 3 would give the tightest (i.e. the

Q(n)

7

6 minf : U

(S


S  )(0) + ; 1

= 0g for all n.

2) The new characterization facilitates a systematic Flip the rotated gure with respect to the vertical axis

obtained after the rotation (i.e. this will be the axis
tagged  ). Referring to Figure 2, now switch bullets ` r'
with circles ` b' and mark the horizontal axis appropriately as shown in Figure 2 (the bottom gure). At the
end, what we obtain is an \extremal arrival pattern" for
the queue-size as exempli ed in Figure 2 where time-slots
are drawn very close to each other for convenience.

framework for measurement-based analyses of probabilistic performance guarantees that would be inferred via
sample-path computations. This has become possible,
since the implications of De nition 6 (such as Theorems 3
and 5) can also be viewed from the standpoint of relative frequency interpretation of probability. However,
we would like to remark that the real starting point in
getting De nition 6 is the discussions given in Section 3
which tries to clarify the notion of burstiness via the concept of level-crossing.
We have also proposed another traÆc characterization
that can be viewed as casting of De nition 6 in a probabilistic setting; see [15]. To see the applicability of the
probabilistic version of De nition 6 in real networks, we
have performed some preliminary experiments and simulations; see [16]. Our preliminary results show agreement
with the theory. More results to this end will follow in
the near future.
One of the main utilities of the deterministic characterization that we propose in this study is that in computing
the average performance measures (such as average delay and average queue-size at a network element) it eliminates the need for knowing a probability measure for
the observed data. Speci cally, the quantities expressed
in Theorems 3 and 5 for average queue-size and average delay, respectively, are what we typically compute in
sample-path probabilistic analyses. The characterization
that we propose leads formalizing this sample-path approach into a framework that we have examined in this
study.
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Figure 2: An \extremal arrival pattern" for the queuesize, for some k and n that is larger than 50.
Scalar worst-case performance bounds, such as those
presented in [2], are achieved for extremal input ows
whose arrival patterns in principal look like the bottom
gure in Figure 2. Whereas, in our analyses we consider
such \extremal arrival patterns" for queue-sizes.

6 Conclusions
We have proposed a deterministic characterization of network traÆc, based on service curves. The new characterization is given by De nition 6 in Section 4. The
proposed characterization facilitates performance analyses for both average and scalar worst-case performance
guarantees. Average performance guarantees can be obtained as exempli ed by the results in Section 4.4. Scalar
worst-case performance guarantees can be found as explained by rst remark in Section 5.
We have shown that this characterization satis es
properties 1 through 4 of a traÆc characterization that
we sought to have as stated in the introduction. Specifically, we have shown that the new characterization facilitates a systematic approach to performance analysis
for both average and scalar worst-case Quality of Ser-

[Q(i) >  ] 6 U (; n)

0, and  . Multiplying both sides by n, we
X

25

Q(i) 6

between the characterization that we propose in this
study and the characterization in [2] (i.e. other than the
fact that studies in [1, 2, 3] are concerned with scalar
worst-case performance metrics, whereas the characterization that we propose facilitates analyses for both average and scalar worst-case performance guarantees; see
remark 1 in this section).
Consider feeding a ow R  (S; U ) into an S -server
with service curve S . By Theorem 3, we know that the
queue-size Q at the server satis es
X

b

10
0

3) Lastly, we would like to point out another contrast

1

50 r

[Q(i) >  ] 6 n  U (; n) :

An example for n  U (; n), for a given speci c n, is shown
in Figure 2.
Now, rotate n  U (; n) by +90 degrees in the plane
on which it is drawn, with respect to the origin at (0; 0).
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